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Allow yourself to fall for our unique Gala floor lamp 
elegantly made of gold plated brass and crystal glass. Our 
splendid floor lamp gets its inspiration in cheerful moments 
and intense design. It is the ideal contemporaneous shape 
to take a step further in interior design. This masterpiece 
is the touch of luxury needed to create a prestigious 
ambiance whether it is exposed in a lounge or a hallway.

GALA
FLOOR

GET PRICE
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Pharos Lighthouse was built hundred of years ago and 
stood on an island outside ancient Alexandria. Made of 
gold plated brass and crystal glass, Pharo floor lamp is 
an interpretation of the robust yet simple architecture of 
modern lighthouses. A standing beacon of light to rupture 
the darkness.

PHARO
FLOOR

GET PRICE
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LIBERTY  FLOOR - Inspired by the Statue of Liberty, this floor lamp will enlighten any space with its delicate and rich lines.
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WATERFALL FLOOR - A new glamorous expression of Waterfall light is given to accomplish a wider and complete range that will light your space.



BOLD
UNIQUE

AND
MODERN

Based on the strongest and most powerful inspirations

We redesign your definition of art in everything we create.





The Darian sideboard draws inspiration from the power 
of the shield and sphere of protection, as well as the 
dynamic from its irregular shape. A precise knowledge of 
production techniques and materials, each with different 
specialities, from metal-work to wood carving. It features 
a cluster of gold plated brass asymmetrical bars envelope 
a wood structure in black lacquer, the resulting works are 
a blend of artful and stout personality.

DARIAN
SIDEBOARD

GET PRICE







Created to be magnanimous in its appearance, the 
smooth and elegant shapes of this black sideboard, 
highly stylish, provides a generous amount of storage 
space being imposing and lends an attractive presence 
to any room. The gold plated brass asymmetric bars give 
the extraordinary touch in framed of this particleboard 
ends with a textured surface used black lacquer finish. A 
unique product for those who have a peculiar taste for 
new editions and conceptual designs.

TENOR
SIDEBOARD

GET PRICE



The best handmade techniques find balance in a delicate 
work in wood softened with touches of brass that reflect 
warm and golden tones on its polished surface. An 
impressive display of elegance, Beyond console shows 
the exquisite capacity to fill a variety of ambiances thanks 
to its luxury presence.

BEYOND
CONSOLE

GET PRICE



BEYOND
CONSOLE





When rebel meets nature it creates nothing but an 
uncontrollable force. Scarp Console’s insurgent gold 
plated brass legs and nero marquina marble bring out 
the strongest presence in modern projects. The powerful 
strength of this console leaps any room into a deep sense 
of robustly dynamic.

SCARP
CONSOLE

GET PRICE





The glorious geometrical construction of the Nubian pyramids 
outcome a contrasting shape design. Characterised by its 
complexity of noble materials such as glass, walnut root veneer 
and brass, Nubian Console is an elaborated embodiment of 
relief. A promising main focus in any surrounding.

NUBIAN
CONSOLE

GET PRICE



Prove to be impressive through its conspicuous and 
elegant lines, this prodigious console has a striking 
dynamic pose. In either modern or classic entrance halls, 
the shimmering line in gold plated brass merge in any 
living room decoration in marble finish. A fascinating and 
exclusive console that exhales luxury and a cohesive style.

VERTIGO
CONSOLE

GET PRICE







A hymn to sophistication and design, the Apotheosis 
console creates a strong presence that will revolutionize 
the looks of any project. Its straight lines make for a 
glorious construction, embodying the spirit of exclusive 
design. A daring and elegant balance between marble, 
lacquer and brass lines.

APOTHEOSIS
CONSOLE

GET PRICE
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Through the imposing, sharp pen the Spear console was 
designed. The diversity of its materials from brass, wood, 
leather and marble result into a console with straight lines. 
From the Ancient Rome comes its inspiration, bringing a 
timeless design to this art piece. A symbiosis of toughness 
and elegance, perfect to bring an environment to its most 
luxurious ambiance.

SPEAR
CONSOLE

GET PRICE
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SUSPICION  CONSOLE  - This console is the epitome of intricate equilibrium, joining marble with fine brass lines.

GET PRICE
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MYLLO  CONSOLE - Inspired by the distinct engineering present in the tallest bridges, Myllo Console functions as symbol of solitude and inovation. 

GET PRICE





Inspired by the Greek Mythology, the Apotheosis Dining 
Table is the glorification of design and innovation. The 
polished brass legs give an unusual and chic effect to this 
piece that supports a marble and wood top. This combination 
and design reflect the elevation of what is earthly to a godlike 
stature, it defines the creation of something that is perfect. 
This piece is the ultimate luxury of a modern dining room.

APOTHEOSIS
DINING TABLE

GET PRICE
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The Darian dining table gets its inspiration from our 
prodigious Darian sideboard. This stunning handcraft table 
is made of round smoked glass placed on top of a wooden 
structure in black lacquer touched by gold plated brass bars.

DARIAN
DINING TABLE

GET PRICE


